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Abstract
Translocation is an increasingly common component of species conservation efforts. However, translocated populations
often suffer from loss of genetic diversity and increased inbreeding, and thus may require active management to establish
gene flow across isolated populations. Assisted gene flow can be laborious and costly, so recipient and source populations
should be carefully chosen to maximise genetic diversity outcomes. The greater stick-nest rat (GSNR, Leporillus conditor),
a threatened Australian rodent, has been the focus of a translocation program since 1985, resulting in five extant translocated
populations (St Peter Island, Reevesby Island, Arid Recovery, Salutation Island and Mt Gibson), all derived from a remnant
wild population on the East and West Franklin Islands. We evaluated the genetic diversity in all extant GSNR populations
using a large single nucleotide polymorphism dataset with the explicit purpose of informing future translocation planning.
Our results show varying levels of genetic divergence, inbreeding and loss of genetic diversity in all translocated populations
relative to the remnant source on the Franklin Islands. All translocated populations would benefit from supplementation to
increase genetic diversity, but two—Salutation Island and Mt Gibson—are of highest priority. We recommend a targeted
admixture approach, in which animals for supplementation are sourced from populations that have low relatedness to the
recipient population. Subject to assessment of contemporary genetic diversity, St Peter Island and Arid Recovery are the
most appropriate source populations for genetic supplementation. Our study demonstrates an effective use of genetic surveys
for data-driven management of threatened species.
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Introduction
Conservation and recovery actions for threatened animal
species increasingly involve the establishment of translocated populations (Weeks et al. 2011). Such populations can increase a species’ total population size and
geographic range, and thereby guard against extinction
(Frankham et al. 2017). However, founder events, population isolation and small population sizes can increase
inbreeding and loss of genetic diversity within these populations (Frankham et al. 2010). These processes can lead to
inbreeding depression and reduced adaptive capacity, both
of which increase the long-term risk of population extirpation and species extinction (Crnokrak and Roff 1999;
Frankham et al. 1999). Genetic diversity can be preserved
in translocated populations by using a large number of
unrelated founders and encouraging rapid population
growth after initial release (Tracy et al. 2011).
Establishing gene flow between isolated populations
through supplementation (also termed ‘reinforcement’)
can also improve or maintain the genetic diversity of
small populations (Margan et al. 1998). This has been
demonstrated in species such as the alpine ibex (Capra
ibex; Biebach and Keller 2012), boodie (Bettongia lesueur; Thavornkanlapachai et al. 2019), mountain pygmy
possum (Burramys parvus; Weeks et al. 2017), Florida
panther (Puma concolor coryi; Pimm et al. 2006) and Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii, McLennan et al. 2020).
However, assisted gene flow through translocations can be
laborious and costly to sustain (Frankham et al. 2017). To
support decisions by conservation practitioners, genetic
monitoring can be used to assess whether supplementation
is warranted (Schwartz, et al. 2007).
The greater stick-nest rat (GSNR, Leporillus conditor),
an Australian murid, has been the subject of an ongoing translocation program since 1985 (Copley 1999a, b;
Moseby et al. 2011). GSNR populations were drastically
reduced following the introduction of European herbivores
and predators, leading to their extinction on the Australian mainland in the 1930’s (Copley 1999a). The species
survived on two linked offshore islands that remained free
of introduced mammals – West and East Franklin Islands
in South Australia. In 1996, the species was classified as
‘Endangered’ under the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (Woinarski and Burbidge 2016). The captive breeding
and translocation program subsequently increased the total
population size and geographic range of the GSNR, with
four translocated populations considered successful (Short
et al. 2019). This has led to the GSNR’s IUCN conservation status being downgraded twice: from ‘Endangered’
to ‘Vulnerable’ in 2008, and from ‘Vulnerable’ to ‘Near
Threatened’ in 2016 (Woinarski and Burbidge 2016).
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Despite these achievements, the genetic diversity represented within the translocated populations remains
unknown. Small (< 1000 individuals) and isolated populations are expected to experience loss of genetic diversity and
increased inbreeding, especially in combination with serial
founder events. A genetic study of the GSNR population at
one translocation site, Arid Recovery in South Australia,
found that diversity and inbreeding did not differ greatly
from that population’s founding individuals, which were
released 17 years earlier (White et al. 2018). However, the
genetic diversity of GSNR at Arid Recovery and at the other
translocated populations has never been compared to the
original source population on the Franklin Islands, which
is a necessary step to document the true extent of genetic
change (Biebach and Keller 2009).
Currently, supplementation is being considered as a
means of increasing the species’ long-term sustainability.
However, it remains unclear which populations to prioritise for supplementation. In our study, we undertook genetic
monitoring of seven populations (one remnant, one captive, one establishing, and four translocated) of GSNR in
order to inform conservation management. We used a large
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) dataset generated
using double-digest, restriction-site associated sequencing (ddRAD-seq; Poland et al. 2012) to understand genetic
structure, diversity and inbreeding in the original remnant
wild population and to document genetic changes since
translocation across populations. Diversity loss and inbreeding in translocated GSNR populations is likely to vary as a
result of differing founder numbers, number of serial founder
events, time since translocation, and changes in population
size since translocation (Table 1; Frankham et al. 2017;
Short et al. 2019).
We use our results to make recommendations about
which GSNR populations should be considered priorities
for supplementation and which represent the best sources for
assisted gene flow. Thus, our results have important management implications. To assist conservation practitioners who
may not have a genetics background to navigate our research,
we have provided a glossary (Supplementary Materials, SM
Table 1) of the main measures that were estimated from our
data, including definitions and interpretations.

Materials and methods
The life‑ and translocation history of greater
stick‑nest rats
As their name implies, GSNR build insulating nests of sticks,
which protect them against predation and extreme weather
(Robinson 1975; Copley 1999a). Nests have been observed
to be occupied over several generations and are added to
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Table 1  Summary of wild and translocated populations of the greater stick-nest rat adapted from Short et al. (2019)
Population

Year sampled (this
study)

Number of
founders
(M:F)

Founder source(s)

Translocation
year(s)

Number of
serial founder
events

Approximate area
(ha)

Estimated population size in the year
sampled

West Franklin
Island
East Franklin
Island
Monarto

1994

–

–

–

–

247

~ 500

1994

–

–

–

–

225

~ 500

1999

1

NA

NA

1999
2016
2016
2016

1990–1991
1990
1993–1998
1998–2003

2
2
2
2–3

344
163
4028
1400 (10)

~ 1000
< 500
~ 1000
~ 350

Mt Gibson*

2016

2011, 2015, 2018

1–5

7832 (5)

< 20

Alice Springs
Desert Park

NA

East Franklin West
Franklin
Monarto
Monarto
Monarto
Reevesby Island,
Monarto
West Franklin,
Alice Springs
Desert Park, St
Peter Island
Arid Recovery

1985–1994

Reevesby Island
Salutation Island
St Peter Island
Arid Recovery*

16 (9:7)
13 (7:6)
101 (51:50)
40 (18:22)
153 (71:82)
98 (55:43),
24 (10:14)
39 (23:16),
10 (3:6),
13 (7:6)

2009

4

NA

NA

6 (NA)

Where founders were sourced from more than one population, the numbers translocated from each source are indicated separately. Monarto
and Alice Springs Desert Park are captive colonies; the Monarto colony was discontinued in 2004. Note that the estimated population sizes are
uncertain as systematic surveys have not been conducted
* Denotes translocated populations that had founders released into release pens prior to full release. The sizes of these release pens are given
under the ‘approximate area’ column in parentheses
NA represents not applicable or not available data, M males, F females

or modified on a regular basis (Copley 1999a). However,
whether or how kinship affects co-habitation amongst
adults is not well-understood, with the number of rats per
nest usually low (i.e. often restricted to a single female, up
to three young and occasional visiting males; (unpublished
observations; Moseby and Bice, 2004). Individuals have an
adult body mass of 180–450 g, and their maximum observed
lifespan is > 8 years in captivity and > 5 years in the wild
(Procter 2007). Males reach sexual maturity at ~ 240 days
and females at ~ 180 days, with females producing litters of
typically 1–2 young up to three times a year (Procter 2007),
although there is some evidence that they are seasonal
breeders in the wild (Short et al. 2019). Generation length,
defined as the average age of parents of the current cohort,
is approximately 2 years (Pacifici et al. 2013; Woinarski and
Burbidge 2016).
The GSNR became extinct on the Australian mainland
in the 1930’s, presumably due to severe habitat degradation
from introduced herbivores, exacerbated by predation by
introduced cats (Felis catus) and, later, foxes (Vulpes vulpes;
Copley 1999a). Today, the only remnant extant population
of GSNR is on the East and West Franklin Islands in the
Nuyts Archipelago, South Australia (Robinson 1975). These
islands are linked at most low tides by a 400 m sand bar
(Copley 1999a).

The GSNR conservation program began in 1985 when
two individuals were transferred from the Franklin Islands
to a breeding facility at what is now Monarto Zoological
Park, South Australia (Copley 1988). Between 1985 and
1994, a total of 29 rats were transferred to this breeding
colony (Copley, 1999b; Short et al. 2019). A break-down
of the sex-ratio and proportion of animals from each island
transferred to the captive colony by year is given in SM
Table 2. Animals were sourced from both islands and breeding was managed using a studbook in order to guide mate
selection and avoid inbreeding (Copley 1994). The progeny
from Monarto were subsequently used as a source for several
translocations to cat and fox-free islands and mainland sites
(comprehensively detailed in Short et al. 2019) before the
captive breeding program ceased in 2004.
Sites of successful GSNR translocations (Fig. 1) include
Reevesby Island in the lower Spencer Gulf of South Australia (Pedler and Copley 1993); Salutation Island in Shark
Bay, Western Australia (Copley 1999b; Morris 2000); St
Peter Island in Nuyts Archipelago, South Australia (Copley 1999b); and Arid Recovery (founded from Reevesby
Island and Monarto individuals) at Roxby Downs, on mainland South Australia (Moseby and Bice, 2004; Moseby and
Read 2006; Moseby et al. 2011). Additionally, and most
recently, translocation into a second mainland population—
at Mt Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary in south-central Western
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Australia—commenced, initially using individuals from
West Franklin Island (Page et al. 2011). This establishing
population was supplemented by individuals from the Alice
Springs Desert Park captive colony in 2015 and from St
Peter Island in 2018 (Short et al. 2019).
The number of founders to these sites (prior to sampling
for this study) varied from 40 to 153 individuals, the sex
ratio of founders was close to 50:50 at all sites, and time
between founding and sampling for our study varied from
5 to 26 years (Table 1; Short et al. 2019). All translocated
populations were subject to serial founder events. That is,
the founders of these sites were sourced from populations
that were themselves a captive colony or translocation site,
and so on. The number of serial founder events per population varied from 2 to 5 (Table 1). Population sizes at each
of these sites have been monitored intermittently using a
combination of one or more methods including live trapping,
track counts, camera trapping, spot lighting and incidental
records (Short et al. 2019). We provide estimates of population sizes at time of sampling for each site in Table 1, but
note that these numbers contain considerable uncertainty
(Short et al. 2019).

Sample collection
We obtained genetic samples from all six extant populations of the GSNR (East and West Franklin Island, Reevesby
Island, St Peter Island, Salutation Island, Arid Recovery and
Mt Gibson) and from the former captive colony at Monarto
Zoological Park. Tissue samples were obtained from
museum frozen tissue collections, during routine monitoring
programs, or during targeted trapping, as described below.
Although our sample sizes for some populations are small
(Table 2, minimum N = 6 for Monarto and Mt Gibson), we
believe our high-resolution SNP dataset has compensated
for this and has enabled accurate inference (Nazareno et al.
2017). We conducted down-sampling experiments to test
this assumption (see below).
Samples from animals on the Franklin Islands were
taken during monitoring conducted in 1994. Samples from
Reevesby Island and the Monarto captive colony were collected during trapping for the translocation to Arid Recovery
in 1998–1999, and thus represent the founders for the Arid
Recovery population. These previously-collected samples
were stored frozen at the Australian Biological Tissue Collection (ABTC, South Australian Museum) and sub-sampled for our study. Animals from all other populations were
trapped in 2016 using Elliott traps or Sheffield cage traps
baited with peanut butter and rolled oats, or fresh fruit/vegetables. Ear or tail tissue samples were taken using a sterile
ear punch, small sharp scissors or scalpel blade and stored
in individual vials of ethanol. Ethics approval was obtained
for all trapping conducted as part of this study (SM Table 3).
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Table 2  Diversity statistics: sample size after the removal of close
relatives (N), allelic richness 
(AR), expected heterozygosity 
(HE),
observed heterozygosity (HO)
Population

N

Franklin
Islands
West Franklin
Island
East Franklin
Island
Monarto
Reevesby
Island
Salutation
Island
St Peter Island
Arid Recovery
Mt Gibson

AR

HE

HO

15 1.35 (0.002)

0.35 (0.002)

0.32 (0.002)

7 1.34 (0.002)

0.35 (0.002)

0.32 (0.002)

8 1.34 (0.002)

0.34 (0.002)

0.31 (0.002)

6 1.32 (0.002)*† 0.33 (0.002)*† 0.3 (0.003)*†
64 1.33 (0.001)*† 0.33 (0.001)*† 0.31 (0.001)*
16 1.28 (0.002)*† 0.28 (0.002)*† 0.27 (0.002)*†
9 1.32 (0.002)*† 0.32 (0.002)*† 0.3 (0.002)*
12 1.31 (0.002)*† 0.31 (0.002)*† 0.3 (0.002)*†
6 1.28 (0.002)*† 0.28 (0.002)*† 0.32 (0.003)

Standard errors are given in parentheses. Bold indicates statistics that
were significantly different to the total Franklin Islands population
*Indicates statistics significantly different from the West Franklin
population

†

Indicates statistics significantly different from the East Franklin population

At all sites where possible, effort was made to avoid sampling close relatives that may co-reside in the same nest.
This was done by trapping across widely-spaced grids, or at
widely-distributed nest sites. Samples from Arid Recovery,
Reevesby Island and Monarto were collected and sequenced
as part of a previous study by White et al. (2018).

DNA extraction and ddRAD‑seq library preparation
DNA extraction was performed using a salting out method
(Rivero et al. 2006). Extracts were then used to generate
ddRAD-seq libraries following the protocol of Poland et al.
(2012), with some modifications. Detailed methodologies
for DNA extraction and library preparation are provided
(SM methods). Prior to sequencing, libraries were quantified using Tapestation 2200 (Agilent) and pooled at equimolar concentrations. Pooled libraries were sequenced in
1 × 75 bp (single-end) high output reactions on the Illumina
Next-seq at the Australian Genome Research Facility, Adelaide, Australia.

Sequence processing
We used STACKS v1.35 (Catchen et al. 2011, 2013) to
process the ddRAD-seq data and call SNPs (also referred
to below as ‘loci’, a more general term for genetic markers), employing parameters recommended by MastrettaYanes et al. (2015) to minimise errors and to maximise
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Salutation Island
Arid Recovery
Mt Gibson

Monarto
50 km
St Peter Island
Reevesby Island

West Franklin Island
East Franklin Island

350 km

Fig. 1  Estimated former distribution (orange shading) and current
sites (red circles and stars) of the greater stick-nest rat (GSNR). Modified from Figure 1 in Copley (1999a). Red stars represent the only
remaining remnant population of the GSNR on the Franklin Islands

and the red circles represent translocation sites. The Monarto captive
breeding colony is shown as a white circle, as it was discontinued in
2004

SNP recovery. Samples with fewer than 500,000 reads were
excluded from downstream analysis. After initial processing
and SNP calling (see SM methods), we filtered loci with heterozygosity > 0.7 (to remove potential paralogs), with more
than 25% missing data and with minor allele frequencies of
< 0.05 using the program PLINK v1.9 (Purcell et al. 2007).
We chose not to filter sites based on deviations from HardyWeinberg equilibrium as our dataset is ill-suited to such a
filter due to a large expected Wahlund effect (Wahlund 1928)
across populations and expected inbreeding within them.
We do not believe this has affected downstream analyses as
our filtering in the STACKS pipeline and quality checking
procedures (described below) should have identified most

genotyping errors, and we additionally filtered for putatively
non-neutral sites using an FST-outlier test (also below).
We identified and removed close relatives from the dataset (Wang 2018) by estimating pairwise genetic relatedness
(genetic R) between individuals within each population
separately. We merged the Franklin Islands into one population for this analysis as relatives may occur across those
islands. We used the Hedrick and Lacy method (Hedrick
and Lacy 2015) implemented in the program ngsRelate
(Korneliussen and Moltke 2015). This method is the most
appropriate for identifying relatives in our dataset as it compensates for inbreeding and bounds genetic R to between
zero and one. We identified pairs of individuals with genetic
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R > 0.2 as 1st or 2nd degree relatives and removed one individual from each pair (in instances where an individual
occurred in multiple pairs, we selectively removed this individual to minimise sample reduction).
Finally, we tested for loci under putative selection using
the Bayesian F
 ST-outlier method implemented in BayeScan
v2.01 using the default settings (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008). A
threshold value to detect selection was set using a conservative maximum false discovery rate (the expected proportion
of false positives) of 0.01. Loci found to be putatively under
selection were removed from the dataset before downstream
analyses as we are interested here in making inferences about
neutral evolutionary processes, and loci under selection may
significantly bias results (Helyar et al. 2011).

Quality control
Raw sequences from blank control samples were also run
through the STACKS pipeline, matching the output to the
previously-constructed consensus catalogue. Our aim was
to remove any potentially erroneous loci that were also present in the library blank samples. However, upon inspection,
none of the loci found in the blank controls were present in
the final datasets, having been removed by the filtering steps.
To allow the estimation of error rates, ten samples—representing individuals from four of the eight populations—
were sequenced twice from independent DNA aliquots in
separate libraries. To control for sequencing depth, replicate
reads were subsampled to 1 million, 750,000, and 500,000
reads. All sub-sampled replicates were run through the
STACKS pipeline as above. Allelic error rate was then estimated by counting mismatching alleles at loci for which both
replicates had been sequenced.

Population structure across the Franklin Islands
Although the Franklin Islands are connected daily at
low-tide by a sand-bar, it is unclear how much gene flow
occurs between the two sites. As the source of all GSNR
translocations, the designation of the Franklin Islands as
one or two populations has implications for future translocations and for our downstream analyses. Thus, we first
aimed to determine whether the Franklin Islands should
be considered as one or two populations using two clustering methods. First, we ran STRUC TUR E (Pritchard
et al. 2000), a program that clusters samples by optimizing Hardy-Weinberg expectations within groups, using the
admixture model with the number of clusters (K) ranging
from 1 to 5. For each K, three runs consisting of 150,000
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) steps were performed, with the first 50,000 steps discarded as burn-in. To
assess the most likely K, we calculated the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and mean likelihood (LK) using
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the R (R Core Team 2019) package starmie (Tonkin-Hill
and Lee 2016). Secondly, we used discriminant analysis
of principal components (DAPC), as implemented in the
R-package adegenet (Jombart 2008) which, unlike STRU
CTURE, does not rely on pre-defined genetic models. We
used the adegenet function find.clusters to run successive
DAPC analyses for K = 1–5 and calculated the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) for each model.

Tests for admixture in the Mt Gibson population
The Mt Gibson GSNR population was founded using individuals from multiple sources across a number of years
(Table 1) and our sampling occurred in July 2016, after the
introduction of individuals from a second source. Given
the ages and trapping history of the sampled individuals,
three of the six Mt Gibson individuals included in our
study are potential Mt Gibson/Alice Springs F
 1 hybrids.
To test this, we ran STRUCTURE and DAPC, as above, on
all Mt Gibson and Arid Recovery (the immediate source of
the Alice Springs Desert Park colony; Table 1) individuals.

Genetic diversity and inbreeding
For each population, we calculated observed and (unbiased) expected heterozygosity (HO, HE), and allelic richness corrected for sample size (AR) using the R package
hierfstat (Goudet 2005). We calculated the individual
inbreeding statistic (F), which is equivalent to F
 IT when
averaged over individuals (i.e. homozygosity excess relative to expectations given the allele frequencies of the
whole sample), using the program PLINK v1.9 (Purcell
et al. 2007). We tested for significant differences in these
statistics between the captive/translocated populations and
the Franklin Islands population (both as a single population and treating the two islands separately) using a Wilcoxon rank sum tests, corrected for multiple testing in R.
For each population we also tested whether expected and
observed heterozygosity were significantly different using
a Wilcoxon rank sum test, again correcting for multiple
tests.
Our sample sizes per population are variable (range
6–64), so we attempted to quantify the accuracy of our
statistics when sample size is small. We followed a similar
procedure to Pruett and Winker (2008) and down-sampled
the Reevesby Island population-sample (the only populationsample large enough to enable sufficient down-sampling) to
different sample sizes 100 times each and re-calculated our
summary statistics for each dataset. To examine accuracy
(how close the estimator is to the ‘true’ value, i.e. when
N = 64), we calculated the scaled root mean square error
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(SRMSE) for each sample size and statistic (Walther and
Moore 2005).

Genetic relatedness and population differentiation
Using the R package ‘Related’ (Pew et al. 2015) and the
method described by Wang (2002), we re-calculated genetic
R for the entire dataset and averaged these estimates for
pairs within the same populations and across populations to
examine relative genetic similarity. We used this measure
because genetic R of two individuals is an estimate of the
hypothetical inbreeding coefficient of their offspring. Thus,
genetic R averaged across all pairs of individuals from the
same or different populations gives an estimate of the gain in
diversity (as measured by heterozygosity) when crossing two
randomly chosen individuals from each population.
We used Wang’s estimator here as, unlike the Hedrick
and Lacy (2015) method used above to identify close relatives, it does not force genetic R to between zero and one.
Genetic R is a measure of genetic similarity between two
individuals, relative to the allele frequencies in a reference
sample (Hardy 2003). Since our reference in this case was
our total sample, we expected some pairs of individuals to
have genetic R less than zero (i.e. individuals from different
populations) and thus restricting genetic R to above zero
would have artificially inflated our averages (Wang 2017).
Due to our choice of reference sample, genetic R in this case
does not correspond to expected pedigree values, but rather,
relative genetic similarity.
We tested for significant differences in within-population
genetic R between captive/translocated populations and the
Franklin Islands (both as a single population and separately)
using Wilcoxon rank sum tests, corrected for multiple testing in R.
Genetic distance between populations was measured as
using pairwise FST (Weir and Cockerham 1984), with bootstrapping used to calculate confidence intervals using the R
package hierfstat (Goudet 2005).

Effective population size
We used the program NeEstimator (Do et al. 2014) to estimate effective population size (Ne) using two different
methods: the LDNe method (based on the pattern of linkage disequilibrium between loci [Waples and Do 2008]),
and the two-sample temporal method (based on changes
in allele frequency over a known number of generations;
[Waples 1989]). Confidence intervals were jointly estimated in NeEstimator using the jackknife approach (Jones
et al. 2016). As for the inbreeding and diversity statistics,
we first used down-samples from Reevesby Island to assess
the accuracy of both estimators when sample size is small.

The temporal method estimates the harmonic mean Ne
for the time between the two temporal samples. For this
method, we used the estimator of F as proposed by Jorde
and Ryman (2007). It is important to note that estimates of
Ne derived using the temporal method are dependent on the
generation time used. We have used the generation length
for GSNR published by the IUCN (2 years, Woinarski and
Burbidge 2016) as calculated from reproductive lifespan,
age at sexual maturity and gestation length (Pacifici et al.
2013). However, for the GSNR these characteristics are
mostly estimated from captive populations and may not be
representative of wild populations. An increase or decrease
in generation time would inversely affect our Ne estimates.
For the Monarto, Reevesby Island, Salutation Island and
St Peter Island populations, we used the Franklin Islands
(combined) as the first sample, assuming that our 1994
samples from the Franklin Islands were a good proxy for
the founders of each of these populations. The number of
generations between time points for these populations is
equal to the number of generations between the last year
translocation occurred and sampling (Table 1). For Mt Gibson, we used the West Franklin individuals alone as the initial time point, as individuals from East Franklin were not
used to found Mt Gibson, with the number of generations
between time points also equalling the number of generations between translocation and sampling (Table 1). For Arid
Recovery, we ran two separate runs of NeEstimator. The first
used the combined Monarto and Reevesby Island samples
(the immediate source populations of Arid Recovery) as the
initial time point, with the number of generations between
samples calculated as number of generations between translocation and sampling. The second run used the combined
Franklin Island population as the initial time point. In this
case, the number of generations was calculated as the sum
of the number of generations between translocation and
sampling at Reevesby Island, and the number of generations between translocation and sampling at Arid Recovery
(Table 1).
Finally, we used the estimated Ne for each population
to estimate the rate of genetic diversity loss (as measured
by HE) in succeeding generations after sampling as 1/2Ne
(Frankham et al. 2010; Wright 1969).

Results
Sequencing
A total of 146 GSNR individuals from seven sites were
successfully sequenced (SM Table 5). Samples had an
average of 4,323,612 reads that passed quality filtering.
After processing and filtering, a dataset of 8,723 SNPs
was generated, with an average of 9.86% missing data per
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individual (SM Table 5). We identified 26 pairs of close
relatives in the sample set; eight among Arid Recovery
individuals, 11 among Reevesby Island individuals, three
among Salutation Island individuals and four among Mt
Gibson individuals (SM Fig. 1). No closely related pairs
were detected for St Peter Island, Franklin Islands or
the Monarto captive colony. We removed 18 individuals
(eight from Reevesby Island, five from Arid Recovery, two
from Mt Gibson and three from Salutation Island) from
the dataset to eliminate these closely related pairs (SM
Table 5). BayeScan identified 44 loci under putative selection (SM Fig. 2). These were removed before proceeding
with downstream analyses.
The estimated average allelic error rate, calculated
between pairs of replicates sub-sampled to varying
depths, did not differ with sequencing depth (SM Table 6,
mean = 0.025), indicating that our cut-off of 500,000 reads
per sample was appropriate.

Population structure across the Franklin Islands
Our STRUCTURE analysis of the Franklin Island individuals suggested that the two island populations are genetically
distinct, with two being the most likely number of clusters
(K = 2 had the lowest BIC and highest LK, SM Fig. 3). However, the difference in the likelihood between K = 1 and
K = 2 was low and our DAPC analysis found no support for
K > 1 (BIC was lowest for K = 1; SM Fig. 3). Additionally,
when we examined the cluster assignment results for K = 2
from both STRUCTURE and DAPC, we found that although
all West Franklin individuals were assigned to one cluster, a
single East Franklin individual also grouped with them (SM
Fig. 4). We continued to group this individual as an East
Franklin Island individual, under the assumption that it was
a recent migrant but note that it may also represent a case of
mislabelling during collection or laboratory work. Given the
ambiguous support for structuring between the two islands,
we present results obtained when treating the islands both
together and separately.

Tests for admixture in the Mt Gibson population
We found no evidence of admixed ancestry in the sampled Mt Gibson animals. Both STRUCTURE and DAPC
found that the optimal K for the combined Arid Recovery
and Mt Gibson samples respectively was two (lowest BIC
and highest LK; SM Fig. 5). While DAPC perfectly split the
two populations between the two clusters, STRUCTURE
identified three Mt Gibson individuals with small amounts
of Arid Recovery ancestry (SM Fig. 6). However, two of
these individuals can be excluded as hybrids as they were
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first captured and marked before translocation from Alice
Springs Desert Park occurred, and, for all three of these
individuals, the amount of admixture fell well below the
expected 50% for F1 hybrids (SM Fig. 6).

Genetic diversity and inbreeding
Our down-sampling results showed that, as expected, the
accuracy of inbreeding and diversity summary statistics
decreased with sample size, but that this difference was
small (maximum SMRSE = 0.511, SM Table 7, SM Fig. 7).
This is in agreement with a larger simulation study (Nazerano et al.. 2018), which showed that, when the number of
loci are greater than ~ 1000, genetic diversity measures are
little impacted by sample size down to N ~ 8.
Diversity and inbreeding summary statistics varied
among populations (Table 2; Fig. 2). The Franklin Islands
had significantly higher diversity (as measured by HE, HO
and AR, Table 2) than all other populations, except for comparisons of HO to Mt Gibson and Reevesby Island. Individual inbreeding (F) of the Salutation Island population
was significantly higher than the Franklin Islands, but all
other comparisons of F were non-significant (Fig. 2). In
all populations other than Mt Gibson, H
 O was significantly
lower than HE.
Mt Gibson is unusual in these statistics. Despite having
HO and average individual inbreeding (F) that were similar
to the Franklin Islands (Fig. 2), Mt Gibson had very low
HE and A
 R, and was also the only population in which H
 O
was significantly higher than H
 E, indicating a heterozygosity
excess relative to expectations (Table 2).

Genetic relatedness and population differentiation
All captive/translocated populations have significantly
higher within-population genetic R than do the Franklin
Islands, except for comparisons of Reevesby Island to East
Franklin Island, and Monarto to both the Franklin Islands
(combined) and to East and West Franklin Island separately
(Fig. 3). The highest average within-population genetic R
was in Mt Gibson (mean = 0.31, standard deviation = 0.14),
and the lowest in the Franklin Islands (mean = − 0.11,
standard deviation = 0.07). Average between-population
genetic R (Table 3; standard deviations given in SM Table 8)
was below zero for all cross-population comparisons. It was
highest between East Franklin Island and Monarto (− 0.064)
and lowest between Salutation and East Franklin Islands
(− 0.24).
Pairwise FST was low overall (Table 3) and was highest
between Mt Gibson and Salutation Island (0.193), and lowest between East Franklin Island and Monarto (0.006). All
pairwise FST measures were significant as none of the 95%
confidence intervals overlapped zero (SM Table 9).
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Fig. 2  Violin- and box-plots
representing individual
inbreeding coefficients (F) per
population of greater stick-nest
rats. Higher values of F indicate
an individual is more inbred.
Black outside lines represent
data density, grey horizontal
lines represent the median, and
the grey boxes are bound by the
25th and 75th quartile. Populations with significantly higher
average inbreeding (across
individuals) than the Franklin
Islands considered as a single
population, or either the East or
West Franklin Island populations considered separately, are
denoted with linking lines and
asterisks
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Fig. 3  Violin- and box-plots
representing individual pairwise
genetic relatedness per population of greater stick-nest rats.
Black outside lines represent
data density, grey horizontal
lines represent the median, and
the grey boxes are bound by the
25th and 75th quartile. Higher
values of genetic R represent
greater relatedness. Significant
differences are not shown as all
captive/translocated populations
were significantly different from
the Franklin Islands, except for
comparisons of Reevesby Island
to East Franklin, and Monarto
to both the Franklin Islands
combined and East and West
Franklin Islands separately

Population

Effective population size
Down-sampling results showed that, while Ne estimation
using the temporal method was reasonably robust to low
sample size (all SRMSE < 1), the LD method was not (max

SRMSE = 34.38, SM Table 7, SM Fig. 8). Thus, we only present results using the temporal method (Table 4). Estimates for
Monarto returned an infinite result, likely due to small sample size in combination with limited time between the two
sampling points (2.5 generations). For the other translocated
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Table 3  Average genetic relatedness (genetic R) between populations (upper diagonal) and pairwise population F
 ST values (lower diagonal)
between populations of greater stick-nest rat
Franklin
Islands
Franklin
Islands
West Franklin
Island
East Franklin
Island
Monarto
Reevesby
Island
Salutation
Island
St Peter
Island
Arid Recovery
Mt Gibson

West
Franklin
Island

East Franklin
Island

Monarto Reevesby
Island

Salutation
Island

St Peter
Island

Arid Recovery

Mt Gibson

NA

NA

− 0.100

− 0.151

− 0.215

− 0.148

− 0.171

− 0.124

− 0.151

− 0.145

− 0.139

− 0.187

− 0.146

− 0.165

− 0.087

− 0.061

− 0.161

− 0.240

− 0.150

− 0.176

− 0.155

− 0.102

− 0.206
− 0.194

− 0.077
− 0.100

− 0.104
− 0.074

− 0.138
− 0.142

− 0.183

− 0.230

− 0.177

− 0.120

− 0.155

NA
NA

0.038

0.011
0.035

0.04
0.039

0.006
0.051

0.027

0.11

0.115

0.138

0.135

0.11

0.042

0.052

0.056

0.029

0.036

0.128

0.066

0.076

0.083

0.057

0.038

0.159

0.073

0.092

0.098

0.127

0.139

0.114

0.193

0.145

− 0.153
0.157

Genetic R was calculated using the method of Wang (2017) which does not restrict R to be between zero and one. As we used the total sample as
a reference, genetic R can fall below zero and is expected to do so when examining individuals from different populations. Genetic R is higher,
and divergence lower, when populations are more similar
NA  not applicable

Table 4  Effective population size (Ne) estimated using the temporal method
Sample 1

Sample 2

Generations between sampling points

Ne (95% CI)

% Loss of diveristy
per generation (95%
CI)

Franklin Islands
Franklin Islands
Franklin Islands
Franklin Islands
Franklin Islands
Reevesby Island, Monarto
West Franklin

Monarto
Reevesby Island
Salutation Island
St Peter Island
Arid Recovery
Arid Recovery
Mt Gibson

2.5
4
13
9
10.5
6.5
2.5

NA
28.3 (27–29.8)
29 (28–30)
46.9 (44.2–50)
37.3 (35.7–39.1)
39.7 (37.8–41.9)
6.3 (6–6.6)

NA
1.77 (1.68–1.85)
1.72 (1.67–1.79)
1.07 (1–1.13)
1.34 (1.25–1.4)
1.26 (1.19–1.32)
7.94 (7.58–8.33)

Sample 1 and Sample 2 show the two samples used to represent two time points in the analysis, and generations indicates the number of generations assumed to separate the samples based on average generation time of 2 years (Pacifici et al. 2013; Woinarski and Burbidge 2016). Percentage loss of diversity per generation was calculated using the point estimates of Ne and the formula 1/2Ne

populations, we found that estimates of Ne ranged from 6.3
(Mt Gibson) to 46.9 (St Peter Island). The two estimates of
Ne for the Arid Recovery population using different initial
time points gave similar point estimates with overlapping
95% confidence intervals (Table 4). The expected effect of
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the estimated effective population sizes on HE over succeeding generations (since sampling) is provided (Fig. 4; Table 4).
The rate of loss is expected to be highest in the Mt Gibson and
Salutation Island populations and lowest at St Peter Island.

Fig. 4  Predicted loss of
expected heterozygosity in succeeding generations based on
estimated effective population
sizes. Solid lines represent point
estimates, dotted lines represent
95% confidence intervals and
diamonds represent predicted
expected heterozygosity today
(the year 2020)

Expected Heterozygosity
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Discussion
We have shown loss of genetic diversity, and increased
inbreeding and divergence, in translocated populations of
the GSNR. Importantly, the observed amounts of diversity loss, inbreeding and divergence vary among translocated populations. The high-resolution SNP data provide
a basis for a strategic approach to genetic supplementation
of these populations to maximise genetic diversity, and
suggest the most appropriate sources for future translocations. These are outlined below.

Candidate populations for supplementations
All translocated populations of GSNR have lost diversity
compared to the original source population on the Franklin Islands, and effective population sizes were all small
(maximum Ne = 46.9). Frankham et al. (2014) found that
an effective population size of at least 100 was needed to
avoid inbreeding depression in the short term and Ne > 1000
was needed to maintain evolutionary potential in perpetuity. Our analysis shows that all extant translocated populations of the GSNR are expected to lose diversity in coming generations (Fig. 4; Table 4). Thus, assisted gene flow
by intermixing populations would benefit all translocated
GSNR populations. However, in the interest of prioritization, two populations in particular stand out as candidates
for supplementation in the immediate future based on their
within-population genetic R, estimated Ne, divergence from
the source population, and difference in genetic diversity and
inbreeding compared to the Franklin Islands.
Firstly, the Salutation Island population has the lowest
diversity across all measures (AR, H E and H O, Table 2)
and was the only population with significantly higher
inbreeding (i.e. higher average individual F, Fig. 2) than

the Franklin Islands. In addition, it had the highest divergence (FST) from the Franklin Islands (Table 3), the highest within-population average genetic R (Fig. 3) and the
lowest Ne (Table 4) of the successfully established translocated populations (i.e. excluding Mt Gibson). The low
number of individuals used to found the Salutation Island
population (N = 40) may have contributed to loss of diversity compared to other sites. These 40 individuals were
descended from just 11 founders of the Monarto colony,
with an estimated founder genome equivalent (the effective
number of founders accounting for uneven contributions,
[Lacy 1989]) of only 4.26 (unpublished Adelaide Zoo
report 1994; SM Table 2). The smaller estimated census
size (< 500, potentially driven by the smaller than average
area of the site, Table 1) and/or the longer time since translocation (26 years) may also have contributed to the low
diversity of GSNR at Salutation Island. Finally, intermittent trapping on the island suggests a fluctuating population size (Short et al. 2019), which may contribute to low
Ne and loss of genetic diversity over time (Frankham et al.
2010). Given these results, we recommend supplementation of the Salutation Island population; in the next section
below we suggest the most appropriate sources.
Secondly, the establishing Mt Gibson population also
showed significant loss of diversity (as measured by AR and
HE, Table 2), the highest within-population average genetic
R (Fig. 3), the second highest FST in comparisons to the
Franklin Islands (Table 3) and the lowest Ne (Table 4) of
all sampled populations. Although the Mt Gibson population was, like Salutation Island, founded by a small number
of individuals (N = 39), the translocation occurred more
recently (i.e. 2011). Therefore, these results are most likely
driven by an observed decline in population size. Specifically, after an initial increase to > 60 individuals during
the ~ 6 months after founding, the population decreased
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(attributable to predation and/or heat stress) to fewer than
20 individuals prior to sampling in 2016 (Short et al. 2019).
Thus, supplementation of the Mt Gibson population is warranted and has in fact been undertaken twice (Table 1). Further genetic monitoring is needed to assess whether these
translocations led to genetic supplementation.
Mt Gibson shows some unusual patterns that we have
not been able to explain with current data. It is the only
population to show heterozygosity excess ( HO higher than
HE), and despite clear signals of diversity loss at other measures, did not have significantly higher inbreeding than the
Franklin Islands. Admixture could drive this, but we did not
find convincing signals of inter-breeding, suggesting that all
six sampled individuals were descended from the original
West Franklin founders. This is not an unexpected result as
only three individuals in our sample set were potential F
1
hybrids. Wider and more recent sampling is necessary to
determine whether the Alice Springs Desert Park individuals
bred after release at Mt Gibson. Other possibilities include
inbreeding depression, and/or biased sex ratio among breeders. Inbreeding depression may lead to heterozygote advantage at neutral loci linked to functional sites, particularly
in small populations with increased linkage disequilibrium
(Hill and Robertson 1968; Wright 1969). Large biases in sex
ratio among breeders can also lead to heterozygote excess
(Robertson 1965; Tarr et al. 2000). Sex ratio bias at Mt Gibson could be driven by greater male mortality during the
population decline at that site, combined with polygyny or
inbreeding avoidance. Additional field and genetic studies
are needed to test these ideas, but we do not believe these
unusual results negate our recommendation that the Mt Gibson population requires supplementation.

Appropriate sources for supplementation
The negative average genetic R across all pairs of populations (Table 3) shows that moving individuals between any
populations to breed will likely result in increased genetic
diversity (as measured by heterozygosity). However, some
populations are more appropriate than others.
The Franklin Islands are the most appropriate source as
they have the highest genetic diversity and thus represent
the largest proportion of the total species diversity (Weeks
et al. 2016). They are also most likely to harbour alleles
that have been lost (through founder events and/or genetic
drift) in the translocated populations (López-Cortegano et al.
2019). Our clustering and divergence analysis shows that
the two islands are detectably (albeit weakly) differentiated
(Table 3, SM Figs. 3 and 4); as such, sourcing individuals
from both islands during future translocations is important
for capturing the highest amount of diversity. However, our
results must be tempered by the fact that our samples are
from 1994. While these samples allow us to estimate loss
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of diversity since translocations commenced, we cannot be
sure that the current population maintains the same level of
genetic diversity without contemporary sampling. Additionally, risks of overharvesting this population must be taken
into account. An updated survey of population size and
genetic diversity on the Franklin Islands would be useful to
evaluate these risks.
Similarly, while we found that the Reevesby Island population has many characteristics that recommend it as a source
(i.e. similar levels of inbreeding and average relatedness,
the least difference in diversity and low divergence from the
Franklin Island populations), our samples are from 1999.
Our assessment of likely change in H
 E over time shows
that we expect diversity at Reevesby Island today to have
decreased to below contemporary levels at Arid Recovery
and St Peter Island (Fig. 4; Table 4). During the mid-1990s,
irruptive population dynamics were observed on Reevesby
Island (Short et al. 2019) and, if such dynamics continued
after sampling in 1999, we expect further decreased Ne and
genetic diversity in the contemporary population. Contemporary sampling at Reevesby Island is needed to test this
prediction.
The St Peter Island and Arid Recovery populations had
the two lowest levels of diversity loss of the contemporarily sampled populations, and the two largest Ne estimates.
Although both these populations had significantly higher
average within-population genetic R than the Franklin
Islands, they do not seem to have experienced increased
inbreeding. Importantly, both St Peter Island and Arid
Recovery had among the highest divergence and lowest
between-population average genetic R when compared to
the Salutation Island and Mt Gibson populations. This indicates that targeted gene flow between St Peter Island/Arid
Recovery and Salutation Island/Mt Gibson would lead to a
significant gain in diversity, as measured by heterozygosity,
and suggests that translocations between these pairs of populations would be appropriate (Wang 2005). In fact, individuals from St Peter Island were translocated to Mt Gibson in
2018 to reinforce genetic diversity.
For the other translocated populations that we have not
identified as priorities but that would nonetheless benefit
from supplementation, we suggest the most appropriate
sources are those that have the lowest between-population
genetic R and/or highest divergence as measured by FST
when compared to the recipient population (Table 3). Thus
Table 3 provides a guide for conservation practitioners
planning supplementation amongst the GSNR populations.
However, we again caution that the Reevesby and Franklin
Islands populations require more recent sampling.
Salutation Island and Mt Gibson are the two most
diverged populations (highest F
 ST and low between-population average genetic R), which might suggest that they are
good candidates for cross-translocation; however, neither
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is an appropriate source population, owing to: (i) the high
inbreeding at Salutation Island; (ii) low diversity in both
populations; and (iii) current small Ne and census size at
Mt Gibson.

When to supplement and how many animals
to transfer
We have identified priority populations for supplementation, and suggest that all translocated populations would
benefit from genetic reinforcement based on the expectation
that inbreeding and diversity loss will increase the risk of
long-term population extirpation (Frankham et al. 2017). In
certain management situations, it may be desirable to have
measurable goals or thresholds of genetic diversity that
would signal the need for supplementation. This raises the
question of how much genetic diversity is enough? Commonly cited general guidelines could be used to answer this.
These guidelines usually recommend goals of maintaining
90% or more of source diversity in the translocated populations (Lacy 1989; Allendorf and Ryman 2002; Weeks et al.
2011). However, such guidelines are somewhat arbitrary and
we have therefore avoided using them in this study. How the
magnitude of diversity loss and inbreeding translates into fitness and population sustainability for the GSNR is unknown
and cannot be ascertained with genetic data alone. Furthermore, varying levels of stress and/or purging efficiency may
lead to varying thresholds of tolerance to diversity loss and
inbreeding across the GSNR populations (Keane et al. 1996;
Joron and Brakefield 2003; Schou et al. 2015; Gooley et al.
2017; Robinson et al. 2018). Field-based studies are necessary to ascertain the true impact of our measured genetic
changes on the fitness of GSNR in the wild (as measured
by, for example, fecundity and/or survival), and to define
thresholds for loss of genetic diversity that indicate the need
for intervention.
A related question is then, how many animals to transfer
between populations? Again, general guidelines could be
used. To minimise the loss of genetic diversity while allowing for local adaptation, Mills and Allendorf (1996) show
that between one and ten migrants per generation are appropriate, depending on various characteristics of the source
and recipient populations. Subsequent work has shown that
under fluctuating population size, the number of migrants
per generation may need to be increased to 20 (Vucetich and
Waite 2000), and that when there are likely to be unequal
contributions of the migrants to the recipient population
(lower effective number of migrants), the total number of
migrants may need to be higher again (Wang 2004). Simulation studies based on specific conservation programs and
species have generally agreed with these guidelines (Grueber and Jamieson 2008; Pacioni 2014; Wajiki et al. 2018).
However, supplementation occurring once every generation,

or even once every year, represents a large amount of effort,
which may not be realistic for most conservation programs,
including the GSNR. Future work should include simulation
studies that determine the optimum frequency of transfers
and number of migrants per transfer for the GSNR, while
taking into account external factors that may limit these
interventions (Caballero et al. 2010; Pacioni et al. 2019).

Risk of outbreeding depression
A common concern among conservation practitioners
when planning translocations between populations is the
risk of outbreeding depression (Ralls et al. 2018); that is,
decreased fitness due to the disruption of either co-adapted
gene complexes or local adaptation (Edmands 2007). It is
possible that some local adaptation has occurred within
GSNR populations. For example, at Arid Recovery, high
mortality has been observed in particularly hot summers
(Bolton and Moseby 2004), potentially driving selection.
Further fieldwork, common garden experiments (in which
individuals from different populations are studied under the
same, controlled environment (de Villemereuil et al. 2016))
and/or genomic studies are needed to ascertain whether local
adaptation has occurred and whether outbreeding depression
is a potential risk for GSNR. Despite the need for further
research, we do not believe that it is necessary to wait to
supplement the Mt Gibson or Salutation Island populations
as it has been shown consistently that the risk of outbreeding depression resulting from admixture relative to the risk
of inbreeding depression due to inaction is low (Frankham
2015; Weeks et al. 2016; Frankham et al. 2011).

Conclusion
Translocation as a conservation management strategy is
becoming increasingly common and management of genetic
issues may be critical to the longer-term success of many of
these programs (Frankham et al. 2017). Ultimately, genetics
is one of many factors in species conservation. Moving individuals between locations poses risk that must be weighed
against likely benefits, given the available knowledge and
resources. Our genomic dataset has provided the first species-wide assessment of genetic diversity in GSNR, enabling
us to identify the GSNR populations most in need of supplementation and the most appropriate sources. Future work
should consider how ecological and environmental characteristics may lead to varying diversity outcomes, enabling
better selection of future translocation sites and strategies.
Our data and results represent a resource that can be consulted during future conservation planning for this species,
allowing genetic diversity outcomes to be assessed alongside other considerations in an integrated manner to support
evidence-based decisions.
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